
Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 000, 000{000 (0000) Printed 22 Otober 2010 (MN LATEX style �le v2.2)Catalogs of Hot White Dwarfs in the Milky Way fromGALEX's Ultraviolet Sky Surveys. Constraining StellarEvolution.Luiana Bianhi1?, Boryana Efremova1, James Herald1, L�eo Girardi2,Alexandre Zabot3, Paola Marigo4 and Christopher Martin51Department of Physis and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N.Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218, USA; bianhi�pha.jhu.edu2Astronomial Observatory of Padova, INAF, Violo dell'Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova, Italy3Universidade Federal da Fronteira Sul, Campus de Laranjeiras do Sul, Brazil4Dept. of Astronomy, University of Padua, Violo dell'Osservatorio 3, I-35122, Padova. Italy5CA Institute of Tehnology, Pasadena, USAAepted |- Reeived 22 Otober 2010ABSTRACTWe present omprehensive atalogs of hot star andidates in the Milky Way, se-leted from GALEX far-UV (FUV, 1344-1786�A) and near-UV (NUV, 1771-2831�A)imaging. The FUV and NUV photometry allows us to extrat the hottest stel-lar objets, in partiular hot white dwarfs (WD), whih are elusive at other wave-lengths beause of their high temperatures and faint optial luminosities. We gen-erated atalogs of UV soures from two GALEX's surveys: AIS (All-Sky ImagingSurvey, depth ABmag�19.9/20.8 in FUV/NUV) and MIS (Medium-depth ImagingSurvey, depth �22.6/22.7mag). The two atalogs (from GALEX �fth data release)ontain 65.3/12.6 million (AIS/MIS) unique UV soures with errorNUV60.5mag, over21,435/1,579 square degrees. We also onstruted subatalogs of the UV soureswith mathed optial photometry from SDSS (seventh data release): these ontain0.6/0.9million (AIS/MIS) soures with errors 60.3mag in both FUV and NUV, ex-luding soures with multiple optial ounterparts, over an area of 7,325/1,103 squaredegrees. All atalogs are available online. We then seleted 28,319 (AIS) / 9,028 (MIS)mathed soures with FUV-NUV<-0.13; this olor ut orresponds to stellar Te� hot-ter than �18,000 K (the exat value varying with gravity). An additional olor ut ofNUV-r>0.1 isolates binaries with largely di�ering Te� 's, and some intruding QSOs(more numerous at faint magnitudes). Available spetrosopy for a subsample in-diates that hot-star andidates with NUV-r<0.1 (mostly \single" hot stars) havenegligible ontamination by non-stellar objets. We disuss the distribution of souresin the atalogs, and the e�ets of error and olor uts on the samples. The densityof hot-star andidates inreases from high to low Galati latitudes, but drops onthe MW plane due to dust extintion. Our hot-star ounts at all latitudes are bettermathed by Milky Way models omputed with an initial-�nal mass relation (IFMR)that favours lower �nal masses. The model analysis indiates that the brightest sampleis likely omposed of WDs loated in the thin disk, at typial distanes between 0.15-1kp, while the fainter sample omprises also a fration of thik disk and halo stars.Proper motion distributions, available only for the bright sample (NUV<18 mag), areonsistent with the kinematis of a thin-disk population.Key words: Astronomial Data Bases: atalogues | stars: white dwarfs | stars:evolution | Galaxy: stellar ontent | ultraviolet: stars | galaxies: Milky Way
? E-mail: bianhi�pha.jhu.edu 1 INTRODUCTIONThe vast majority of stars (initial mass .8M�) end theirlives as white dwarfs (WD), after passing through the 0000 RAS



2 L.Bianhi et alasymptoti giant branh (AGB) and planetary nebula (PN)phases, in whih they shed muh of their mass. The ejetedmaterial enrihes the interstellar medium (ISM) with newlysynthesized nulear produts (mainly He, C, N, and possiblyO), to di�erent extents, depending on the initial stellar massand exat evolutionary path (e.g. Marigo 2001, Karakas2010). Intermediate mass stars are the main providers ofarbon and nitrogen, whereas low-mass stars are the mostrelevant omponent for the mass budget of stellar remnantsin galaxies. Most of the stellar mass is shed in the AGBand PN phases, but the evolution through these phases isstill subjet to onsiderable unertainties, in partiular re-garding mass loss and the eÆieny of the third dredge-up.Stars within an intial mass range of �0.8 to 8M� end asWDs with a narrow mass range, mostly below 0.8M�. Itis important to understand how the mass of their preur-sors relates to the �nal WD mass, in order to understandthe relative ontribution of di�erent stars to the hemialenrihment of elements suh as He, C, N and O.While the evolution of the WD progenitors in the mainsequene phase is fairly well understood and observation-ally onstrained, the hot-WD population is hitherto quiteelusive, owing to their small radius, hene low optial lu-minosity, and extremely hot temperatures, to whih optialolors are insensitive (see e.g. Bianhi (2007), Bianhi etal. (2007a), Bianhi et al. (2007b)) as well as to their veryshort lifetimes on the onstant-luminosity post-AGB phase.To make matters more diÆult, the post-AGB luminosity ata given stellar temperature varies signi�antly aording tothe stellar mass, making it impossible to infer absolute lu-minosity from other physial parameters. The evolutionarytime spent on the onstant-luminosity post-AGB phase andon the ooling trak is also a strong funtion of the mass(Vassiliadis & Woods 1994). Therefore, the exat relationbetween progenitor's initial mass and WD mass (initial-�nalmass relation, IFMR), remains to date a ruial missing linkin our understanding of stellar evolution and hemial en-rihment of the Galaxy.A haraterization of the population of hot WDs inthe Milky Way an redue these unertainties, and lead toa better understanding of proesses that drive the hemi-al evolution of galaxies like the Milky Way. UV photom-etry ombined with optial measurements signi�antly in-reases the sensitivity to the hottest temperatures. For ex-ample, the olor di�erene between a Te� =50,000K and20,000K star is about 1.5mag in FUV-g, but <0.4mag in U-B, and <0.15 mag in g-r whih are omparable to photomet-ri errors when large surveys are onsidered. The sensitivitygained by extending the measurements to UV wavelengthsis more ritial for diserning the hottest stars (see e.g. Fig.s5-7 of Bianhi et al. (2007a) and Bianhi 2009).The ensus and haraterization of ool ompat ob-jets has signi�antly improved in reent years thanks tooptial and IR surveys. The Eisenstein et al. (2006) at-alog from the SDSS fourth data release (DR4) ontains9316 spetrosopially on�rmed WDs and 928 subdwarfsover an area of 4783deg2 ; about one fourth (2741) haveTe� >18,000K as estimated by the SDSS pipeline automatedspetral analysis. An additional �5-6000 WD are expetedfrom DR7 (Kleinman, Nitta, & Koester (2009)). Seven ultra-ool WD were added to the ensus by Harris et al. (2008).Gontharov et al (2010) extrated from 2MASS, Tyho-2,

XPM and UCAC3 atalogs ombined 34 WDs, 1996 evolved(11,000<Te� <60,000K) and 7769 unevolved (Te� <7,000K)subdwarfs, using multiolor photometry and proper motionsof stars with 6<Ks<14 mag. The urrent version (2008) ofthe MCook & Sion (1999) atalog of spetrosopially on-�rmedWDs inludes 10132 entries (all types), a fator of �veinrease over a deade, with respet to the original (1999)version listing 2249 WDs. Vennes et al. (2002) give a at-alog of 201 DA WDs, spetrosopially on�rmed from the�1,000 H-rih DA WDs disovered in the 2dF QSO red-shift survey; Croom et al. (2004) 2dF atalog inludes 2071WDs over 2000 deg2. WDs in binaries from the SDSS wereatalogued and studied by several authors, see e.g. Rebassa-Mansergas et al.(2010) and referenes therein, Silvestri etal (2007), Heller et al. (2009, WD-M star binaries) fromspetrosopy; other authors used optial-IR photometry tosearh for binaries among the known WDs (e.g. Tremblay &Bergeron 2007, Wather et al. 2003). Speial lasses suh asCVs are addressed by other works (e.g. Szkody et al. 2009and referenes therein, Gaensike et al. 2009), while othersstudied in detail the very loal population (e.g. Holberg et al(2002) disuss 122 objets within 20 p from the Sun, whihthey estimate to be an 80% omplete sample within this dis-tane, and whih inlude some double-degenerate systems).Finding the hottest, smallest stars, however, remaineda hallenge prior to the GALEX UV sky surveys, whih pro-vide deep sensitivity and large area overage. For example,105 were found in the original EUVE whole-sky survey, withsmall subsequent additions obtained by ombining EUVEand Rosat: see e.g. Dupuis (2002) for a review and disus-sion. The Rosat whole-sky survey produed 175 WD in X-rays, mostly DAs (Fleming et al. 1996, from Rosat PSPC).Suh atalogs of on�rmed or andidate WDs enablethe study of these objets as astrophysial probes, of stellarevolution, of MW struture, of the loal neighborhood, et.Most importantly, omprehensive atalogs enable seletionof targets for follow-up spetrosopy, whih then providesthe detailed physis of these objets, espeially when ex-tended to the UV and far-UV wavelengths, as proven by thesore of results enabled by IUE, FUSE, and HST spetro-graphs.Bianhi (2009, 2007), Bianhi et al. (2009a, 2007a, 2005)have demonstrated the power of far-UV and near-UV mea-surements, a�orded for the �rst time over large areas of thesky by GALEX, to unambiguously detet and haraterizeextremely hot stellar soures. Not only the UV wavelengthsare more sensitive to the temperatures of hottest stars, butthe ombination of UV and optial olors allows a betterseparation of di�erent lasses of astrophysial objets (e.g.Bianhi 2009 and referenes therein).Our present work provides a seletion of hot-star an-didates from UV photometry; about 40,000 hot-star andi-dates with FUV, NUV photometri errors60.3mag (about74,000 with photometri errors60.5mag) have also SDSSoptial photometry. The majority are likley hot WD withlog(g) between 7 and 9. The atalog overs di�erent lati-tudes and enables a �rst analysis of this stellar populationwith Milky Way models. Larger atalogs of UV soures withand without optial SDSS math are also onstruted, andmade available as online produts.In Setion 2 we desribe the method used to onstrut\lean" atalogs of unique UV soures from two GALEX sur- 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Hot White Dwarfs: UV atalogs 3veys with di�erent depths and overage, and subsets of theseatalogs with mathed optial photometry, and we presentthe atalogs' harateristis. In Setion 3 we extrat samplesof hot-star andidates, and we analyze them with Milky Waymodels in Setion 4. Disussion and onlusions are given inSetion 5.2 THE UV SKY SURVEYS AND THESOURCE CATALOGS2.1 The sky survey dataThe Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) is imaging thesky in far-UV (FUV, 1344-1786�A, �eff = 1538.6�A) andnear-UV (NUV, 1771-2831�A, �eff = 2315.7�A) simultane-ously, with a �eld-of-view of 1.2Æ diameter and a reso-lution of 4.2/5.300 [FUV/NUV℄ (Morrissey et al. (2007)).The images are sampled with 1.500 pixels. Nested sur-veys with di�erent depth and overage are in progress. Thewidest sky overage is provided by the All Sky Imaging Sur-vey (AIS) and the Medium [depth℄ Imaging Survey (MIS),that reah typial depths of 19.9/20.8mag (FUV/NUV) and22.6/22.7mag (FUV/NUV) respetively, in the AB magni-tude system. The Nearby Galaxy Survey (NGS, Bianhi etal. 2003, Bianhi 2009, Gil de Paz et al. 2007), with over 300�elds at MIS depth, targeted nearby, hene fairly extended,galaxies, therefore it has been exluded in the present work,lest some soures from galaxies \shredded" by the pipelineintrude on our atalog. See also Bianhi (2009), Bianhi(2011), Bianhi et al (2011), Bianhi et al. (2007a), for ageneral disussion of the ontent of the UV sky surveys.In this paper we use data from the GALEX �fth datarelease (GR5) AIS and MIS surveys, whih inlude a total of28,269 and 2,161 �elds respetively. The data are taken fromthe MAST arhive. We restrit the atalogs to soures withinthe entral 1Æ diameter of the �eld (for good photometryand astrometry, and to exlude edge artifats). With suhrestrition, and eliminating overlaps, these surveys over atotal unique area of 21,434.8 (AIS) and 1,578.6 (MIS) squaredegrees (Setion 2.4). Setion 2.2 desribes the onstrutionof the atalog of unique GALEX soures. In order to sepa-rate the UV soures by astrophysial lasses, we examine inthis work the portions of the GALEX GR5 AIS and MIS sur-veys that are also inluded in the footprint of the Sloan Dig-ital Sky Survey seventh data release (DR7), whih provides�ve optial magnitudes: u g r i z in addition to the GALEXFUV, NUV magnitudes. The overlap between GALEX GR5and SDSS DR7 inludes 10,316 / 1,655 (AIS/MIS) GALEX�elds, and the area overage of the overlap is 7,325 (AIS)and 1,103 (MIS) square degrees. Details of the area alu-lation are provided in Setion 2.4. The sky overage of AISand MIS in the GALEX data release GR5 and its overlapwith SDSS DR7 are shown in Fig. 1.2.2 The atalog of unique UV souresHere we desribe the proedure used to onstrut theatalog of unique GALEX soures (i.e. eliminating re-peated measurements). All atalogs desribed in thispaper are made publily available from our websitehttp://dolomiti.pha.jhu.edu/uvsky , and from MAST at

http://galex.stsi.edu , and as High-Level Siene Produts(http://arhive.stsi.edu/hlsp/ , in the \Catalogs" setion).Therefore, we provide here information on how they wereonstruted that will be relevant for potential users, as wellas to others interested in onstruting future versions of sim-ilar samples.We extrated atalogs of GALEX soures from STSIMAST (www.mast.stsi.edu), at the CASJobs SQL inter-fae (www.galex.stsi.edu). Soures were extrated from thetable \photoobjall", from the MIS and AIS surveys sepa-rately, with the riteria that the soure distane from the�eld enter had to be 60.5Æ and the photometri error lessthan 0.5 mag in NUV. In other words, we initially inludedin our general GALEX soure atalog all NUV reliable de-tetions, regardless of whether they have also an FUV dete-tion. For our seletion of hot star andidates, we will even-tually impose the additional riterion of good FUV photom-etry. The additional restrition of errFUV<0.5 mag signi�-anly redues the number of soures (by a fator of up to 10,see Table 2), with respet to the total number of NUV dete-tions, and of ourse introdues a bias in the soure atalog,the hottest and bluest soures (the subjet of this paper) be-ing not a�eted but the redder soures being progressivelyeliminated, as disussed in setions 2.5 and 3.3. For moredisussions about statistial properties, and biases inherentto sample seletions, see Bianhi et al (2011).A few observations planned as part of the MIS or AISsurveys atually partly failed, and resulted in one of thedetetors (most often FUV) not being exposed (suh obser-vations are typially repeated later). The observations withone of the two bands having zero exposure time were elimi-nated from our atalog, otherwise they will bias the statis-tis of FUV-detetion over number of total NUV detetions,and the orresponding �elds were not ounted in the areaalulation.Fig. 2 shows the distribution of exposure times (FUVis shown, but NUV is generally equal or larger), for theAIS and MIS �elds. The typial exposure time for MISis 1500 se, whih is met or exeeded by the majority of�elds. The AIS survey aims at exposure times of the orderof �100 se. We retained also �elds with exposures shorterthan typial. Therefore, while the typial depth of the twosurveys (AIS and MIS) di�er by �2 mag, the exposure levelis not stritly homogeneous aross eah atalog.Fig. 2-bottom panel shows the number of GALEXsoures in eah GALEX �eld. We olor-oded the �elds bythree ranges of exposure time for the AIS (two for MIS),sine the number of soures deteted above a given error-utgenerally inreases with exposure time. This plot is usefulto hek for �elds with overdensities, sine the surveys, thebroad AIS in partiular, inlude also some stellar lusters.In general the spread in number of soures per �eld is justabout a fator of two for MIS. A few AIS �elds around lat-itude -30Æ have an overdensity of almost one dex, howeverthe total number of AIS �elds in eah 10Æ-wide latitude bin(used in our analysis, see next setion) is very large, and afew overdensities do not a�et our analysis of stellar ountswith Milky Way models over wide areas. Fields with highdensity of soures, and in partiular the stellar lusters in-luded in the surveys, will be separately analyzed elsewhere.They are inluded in our atalog for ompleteness and for 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



4 L.Bianhi et al

Figure 1. TOP: Sky overage (in Galati oordinates) of the GALEX data release GR5 showing the major surveys: AIS (orange), MIS(green), DIS (blue). BOTTOM: the portion of the GALEX GR5 sky overage for AIS and MIS overlapping with SDSS seventh datarealease (DR7)possible use by others, although ustomized photometry isdesirable in very rowded �elds (e.g. de Martino et al. 2008).Nearby galaxies are generally observed as part of the'NGS' survey whih is exluded from our atalog, but a fewlarge galaxies are also in the footprint of AIS and MIS andbright knots of galaxies \shredded" by the pipeline mayenter the atalog as separate soures (see Bianhi et al.(2007a)). A few suh soures may have FUV-NUV<-0.13and appear pointlike in the SDSS atalog, and therefore mayenter our atalog of hot-star andidates (setion 3), but theywould not a�et the statistial results. For other, more spe-i� uses of our atalog, they may be removed by hekingagainst a list of nearby galaxies, as we did in Bianhi et al.(2007a). Using the \hild" ags from the SDSS pipeline, thattrak deblended soures, proved not to be useful in indenti-fying and weeding out soures from \shredded galaxies".The searhes and download of GALEX soures with theabove riteria were done using the java CASJobs ommand-line tool (asjobs.jar). One problem we often enounteredwhen using this tool to extrat and download query resultsfrom the database is that sometimes the download pipe getsbroken prematurely, and the results are trunated withoutany warning being given. In order to verify that the output�le ontained all the results, a separate ount query was runon the SQL server and ompared to the number of outputsoures in the downloaded �le eah time. It was neessary tosubdivide the searh in small latitude strips due to variouslimits set by the CASjobs interfae (e.g. query length, output

�le size), as well as to avoid the frequent problem of the longsearhes being interrupted.The GALEX arhive ontains multiple observations ofthe same soure, when some �elds overlap or are repeated.Having all measurements of eah soure is useful for variabil-ity studies (whih will be addressed in a forthoming work),and for hosing the best measurement when several are avail-able. For our present purpose we onstruted from the to-tal output a unique-soure atalog, in the following man-ner. GALEX soures were onsidered possible dupliates ifthey lied within 2.500 of eah other. If two GALEX soureswere within this distane, but had the same \photoextra-tid" (i.e., they are both from the same observation) theywere both onsidered unique. Otherwise, they were assumedto be multiple observations of the same soure. We hoose,to represent the unique soure, the measurement with thelongest NUV exposure time. In the ase of equal exposuretimes, the observation where the soure was loser to the�eld enter was hosen (i.e. the soure with the smallest\fov radius" value from the \photoobjall" table), as photo-metri quality is usually better in the entral part of the�eld.2.3 The mathed UV-optial soure atalogA portion of the GALEX survey areas is in the footprintof the SDSS DR7 (see Fig.1 - bottom panel), and for theUV soures in this area we onstruted a atalog of mathed 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 2. TOP: distribution of FUV exposure times for AIS (10se bins) and MIS surveys (50se bins); a few �elds have longer exposuretimes, o� the sale of the plots. BOTTOM: Number of UV soures (all UV detetions, not just our seleted hot stars) in eah GALEX�eld (1Æ diameter), before merging the atalogs and removing overlaps. Three shades of blue (light/medium/dark) for AIS indiateexposure times of <120 / 120-220 / >220 se respetively, and lighter / darker green for MIS �elds indiate FUV exposures less/morethan 1200 se. Generally the number of UV soure detetions in a �eld inreases with depth of exposure, as expeted, and as seen moredistintly for the AIS at the high latitudes, unompliated by dust extintion. A few �elds, inluding some with short exposures, haveoverdensities. While the number of MW stars inreases towards the MW disk, as shown by the AIS soures, at MIS depth most UVsoures are extragalati, hene show no orrelation with Galati latitude exept for the foreground extintion. The sharp drop in theenter, due to dust extintion, de�nes the MW dust disk.optial soures. We uploaded the oordinates of our GALEXunique soures into the SDSS SQL interfae (version 3 5 16rev 1.70, at asjobs.sdss.org) and queried for SDSS mathesagainst the \photoprimary" table (SDSS soure atalog thatinludes only unique soures) using an inital searh radius of4.200. A math radius of 300 was eventually used in the �nalatalog, as we shall see.As with the GALEX searhes, the SDSS searhes weredone in an automated way on 1Æ-wide Galati latitudestrips using the asjobs ommand-line tool. We found thatthere is urrently a bug in the SDSS version of this tool(v0.03) that auses the last harater of a �le to be droppedwhen extrating query results. We ompensated for this by

writing our query to pad the end of the �le with an addi-tional harater.2.3.1 Multiple mathes.A given GALEX soure may have multiple SDSS matheswithin the searh radius, given the higher spatial resolu-tion of the SDSS (�1.400 ). In suh ases the CASjob searhreturns multiple lines with the same GALEX soure andthe various SDSS mathes. We "ranked" the multiple SDSSmathed soures based on the distane, with the losestSDSS soure being retained as the "math" for the GALEXsoure and the additional SDSS soures being noted. Whenusing UV-optial olors for soure lassi�ation, UV soures 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



6 L.Bianhi et al

Figure 3. Fration of UV soures having multiple optial matheswithin a 300 math radius, as a funtion of Galati latitude.Green dots show MIS data, blue dots show AIS data, dividedin strips of 1Æ (small dots), as well as averaged over 5Æ (blue ir-les). The inrease towards the Galati plane reets the higherdensity of optial soures at low MW latitudes. The plot alsoshows a slight North-South asymmetry. The frations shown arefor point-like soures, with error uts of 0.3 mag. The frationinreases if a larger math radius is used. The red dots are theinidene of spurious mathes (see text).with multiple optial mathes must be exluded, beause,even though the losest optial soure may be the atualounterpart, the UV photometry at the GALEX spatial res-olution of �500 may be a omposite measure of two optialsoures, and therefore the olor would not be meaningful.The fration of UV soures with multiple optial mathes,eliminated from the analysis sample, is then taken into a-ount when estimating density of astrophysial soures (#per square degree). This fration is given in Table 2. Soureswith multiple optial mathes are listed separately in ourhot-star atalogs, and are inluded with \rank">0 in thetotal mathed-soure atalog. The relative number of UVsoures with multiple optial mathes, shown in Figure 3,inreases towards low Galati latitudes, as expeted. The�gure refers to our �nal atalog with math radius of 300, andpointlike soures only: approximately 10% of the UV soureshave more than one optial ounterpart, at intermediate andhigh Galati latitudes, in agreement with our previous workon earlier data releases whih overed mainly high Galatilatitudes (Bianhi et al. 2005, 2007a). The fration inre-ses to slightly over 20% for latitudes jbj �10-20Æ, reetingthe higher density of stars in the MW disk, and is still veryunertain at latitudes jbj<10Æ, where we have little areaoverage. For a larger math radius (4.200), the fration ofmultiple mathes inreases signi�antly, relative to the totalnumber of mathes, and so does the inidene of spuriousmathes (Set. 2.3.3), therefore we adopted a �nal mathradius of 300 in our atalog. The fration is also higher ifexended soures are inluded.

2.3.2 Other aveats.In the interest of others who may want to apply the sameproedures, we also mention that, due to the large urrentarea overage and onsequent large number of soures, whenit is neessary to perform the searhes on small ontigu-ous portions of the sky (e.g. 1Æ strips), it may happen thatthe oordinates of a GALEX UV soure fall in one strip(lose to the latitude limit), and the SDSS math falls inthe next latitude range, due to a small di�erene in oor-dinates. Suh ases are inluded in the �nal atalogs in thelatitude range whih is appropriate aording to the posi-tion of the GALEX soure. Care should also be taken whenusing the Galati oordinates as returned by the GALEXdatabase, as those oordinates di�er by .0.500 from thosederived by onverting the GALEX RA, De oordinatesto Galati oordinates using standard astronomial pak-ages (e.g., WCSTools from the Smithsonian AstrophysialObservatory). These di�erenes probably arise beause theGALEX database stores Galati oordinates using real datatypes, while using double preision data types to store RAand De values. Therefore, sorting GALEX searh resultsbased on the Galati oordinates returned by the databasemay give di�erent results than using WCSTools to derivethose oordinates from the GALEX RA and De.Another ontingeny that must be tested for, in theabove proedures, is whether a given SDSS soure mathesmultiple GALEX soures. This an our if a SDSS sourelies somewhere in between two GALEX soures whih weredeemed unique. In this ase, the math query returns amath of eah of the GALEX soures with the same SDSSobjet. We retain the math with the GALEX soure whihis the losest to the SDSS soure, and eliminate the other.This ours rarely.2.3.3 Spurious mathes.The probability of spurious mathes was estimated as fol-lows. We randomly seleted 30% of the oordinates fromour mathed GALEX-SDSS atalogs (in separate 5Æ bins ofGalati latitude), and searhed the SDSS database againstoordinates o�set by 0.50 from those of the real soures. Thespurious math rate, shown in Fig. 3 (red dots), is the num-ber of inidenes where one or more mathes were found(within a searh radius of 3") divided by the number of up-loaded oordinates. As for the multiple mathes, it is highertowards the Galati plane, where the stellar density in-reases and therefore also the probability of random matheswithin a given radius. The rate is of the order of a few% athigh and intermediate latitudes. However, mathes that arepositional oinidenes are likely to have odd olors and thefration may be lower in seleted analysis samples.2.3.4 Comparison with other atalogsWe point out, in the interest of users of our atalogs, thatthere are several di�erenes from other basi mathed soureatalogs posted on MAST. Most notably, we inlude only theentral 1Æ diameter portion of the �eld, therefore we onser-vatively eliminate all edge soures (mostly defets or badmeasurements but also some good soures), but we retain 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Hot White Dwarfs: UV atalogs 7all good portions. Seond, we onsider all existing measure-ments for eah soure, from whih the best is hosen. Forexample, the mathed atalog desribed by Budavari et al.(2009) instead, eliminates overlap by reduing eah GALEX�eld to an hexagon (seletion of primary). In this proedure,the verties of the hexagons inlude soures near the edge(i.e. possibly also soures with poor photometry, and arti-fats). Moreover, sine the hexagons are �xed at nominalpositions, but the atual pointings may di�er, unneessarygaps between �elds (whih may not exist in the atual obser-vations) are introdued, as the authors point out. Our par-tition, desribed in setion 2.4, and following Bianhi et al.(2007b), avoids suh problems and enables better and morehomogeneous photometry quality, as well as easy and preisealulations of the unique-area overage for our GALEX sur-veys, and of overlap area with any other survey, onsistentwith the atual soure atalog rather than with nominal �eldenters. This is preferable for our analysis. Suh di�erenesmay ause samples seleted from di�erent mathed atalogs,to di�er slightly.2.4 Area overageIn order to derive the density of soures extrated from ouratalogs, we omputed the total areas of unique overage,taking into aount overlap between �elds, in the GALEXGR5, and then the area overlapping with SDSS DR7, follow-ing the method of Bianhi et al. (2007b). Sine we restritedthe atalogs to soures within the entral 1Æ of the GALEX�eld, for eah �eld we onsidered an e�etive radius of 0.5Æ.Our ode sans the entire sky and alulates the unique areaovered by the GALEX �elds, and the portion of this areaovered also by the SDSS. First, the whole sky is dividedin small, approximately square, tassels, along Galati lon-gitude and latitude. We used steps in l,b of 0.05/0.1Æ forMIS/AIS respetively. Then, we �nd the distane betweenthe enter of eah tassel in our whole-sky grid and the enterof eah GALEX �eld, and sum the areas of the tassels thatare within half degree of a �eld enter, avoiding to ount thesame tassel twie, whih eliminates overlap between �elds.The error in the estimated area depends on the stepused to alulate the grid of tassels (tassel size), and thenumber of tassels. The area of eah tassel dereases at highlatitudes (the step in l,b is kept onstant over the whole sky),hene the statistial error due to the tassels along the �eld'sedge (i.e. tassels that fall partly inside and partly outside the1Æ irle of a GALEX �eld) varies with the loation of the�elds, both with latitude and with the relative loation of the�eld enter to a grid step. Suh errors anel out statistiallyfor a large number of �elds. For a very small area however,i.e. for a few �elds, it is desirable to use smaller tassels.We estimate the unertainty by omputing the areas severaltimes, eah time o�setting the positions of the GALEX �eldenters by about half the size of a tassel, in both latitude andlongitude diretions. The resulting unertainty is .1 squaredegree, for our total area and the areas of eah latitude bin.In order to alulate the area of overlap between theGALEX MIS and AIS surveys and SDSS DR7, we ini-tially mathed the enters of all tassels inluded in ourGALEX overage (MIS and AIS) to the SDSS DR7 foot-print: the areas of tassels deemed within the SDSS footprintwere summed to obtain the area overage of our mathed

soure atalogs. However, we disovered an issue in theSDSS database DR7 footprint that prevented its use foralulating the overlap areas. The output returned fromthe SDSS database footprint query is urrently somewhatinorret, perhaps due to some SDSS �elds whih appearinluded in the DR7 footprint in the database (thereforeounting towards area overage in any estimate), howeverdo not have soures in the "photoprimary" table or or-responding images beause the observation failed or wasmarked as bad for some reason. We have onsulted severalexperts of the SDSS database, but we found no way so farto identify suh �elds spei�ally. When we plotted on thesky the SDSS mathed soures (obtained from the SDSS\photoprimary" atalog), and the sky-tassels deemed by thefootprint-query to be within the footprint, we noted somenot irrelevant areas of mismath (most notably, in the lati-tude strip 50-60ÆSouth we found the largest \false positive"area, about 17.5deg2 in total; the disrepanies are muhsmaller at other latitudes). We attempted to perform thefootprint query on the SDSS database using di�erent syn-taxes. Spei�ally, a basi all-inlusive footprint SQL searhreturns several \false-positive" answers (i.e. several ontigu-ous areas that the database onsiders within the footprint,have no SDSS soures), hene the area based on suh out-puts would be overestimated with respet to the soure at-alog; a more detailed footprint query, on�ning the searhto "PRIMARY" footprint area, returns both false-positivesand false-negatives. We �nally ould not use the SDSS foot-print query, and wrote a separate ode to independentlysearh, for our entire GALEX sky overage, sub-areas withand without SDSS soures; we onsidered the areas devoidedof any SDSS soures as outside the SDSS footprint1. Thisproedure was ompliated beause (1) in order to deidewhether a tassel ontained SDSS soures, we had to on-sider SDSS soures of any olor, not just our hot-star ata-log (whih inludes the rarest stars in the sky, hene sometassels may atually not have any hot star even though theyare loated within the footprint), and (2) we had to onsidermuh larger sky-tassels than our original grid, to avoid false-negatives, and then iterate within the "positive" tassels witha progressively �ner grid (down to 0.05deg2 , about 1/16th ofa GALEX �eld), to on�ne the unertainty of the area esti-mate. It is important for our analysis, whih ompares den-sity of soures (#/square degree) with model preditions,to estimate areas onsistent with the soure atalog used, inthis ase the PRIMARY atalog from the SDSS. We usedour area estimates in the following analysis. We stress, forfuture referene, that there was no way to detet the inon-sisteny between atalog and database footprint other thanby plotting the distribution of soures and footprint-tasselson sky oordinates in various ways. This is a desirable teston any suh work.The GALEX GR5 AIS and MIS sky overage, and theGALEX-SDSS overlap area in the mathed GR5xDR7 re-leases, restriting the GALEX �eld to 1Æ diameter and elim-inating overlaps between GALEX �elds, are given in Table1 These regions may be 'in' the footprint for SDSS database pur-poses, but they ontribute no soures to the atalog, hene ount-ing them towards the area overage would be inonsistent 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



8 L.Bianhi et al1, for the whole overage and for separate ranges of Galatilatitude.2.5 Catalog statistis and e�et of error uts onthe sampleFigure 4 shows the UV magnitude distribution of ourGALEX unique-soure atalog, and the e�et of progressiveerror uts in NUV, and in both NUV and FUV. While aprogressively stringent error ut in one band (NUV) simplytrunates the sample to a brighter magnitude limit, an ad-ditional error ut in FUV, whih e�etively raises the faintlimit of the sample in this band, auses a relatively higherderease of redder soures, and the histogram of souresdistribution beomes double-peaked. The same e�ets areseen (right panel) for the mathed GALEX-SDSS souresatalog. This atalog an also be separated in pointlikeand extended soures using the SDSS spatial information(�1.400 resolution). Suh distintion shows that most ofthe faint-magnitude peak of the soure distribution is dueto extended soures, whih are likely galaxies, as an be ex-peted (e.g. Bianhi 2009). The most restrited sample in theright-panel histograms, the point-like mathed soures witherror 60.3mag in both FUV and NUV, and FUV-NUV<-0.13, is the subjet of this paper; it ontains mostly hotstar andidates (Te� > approximately 18000K), with someontamination by QSOs at faint magnitudes and red opti-al olors, disussed in setion 3.2 (see also Bianhi et al.(2009a)).The analysis of the hot-star sample with Milky Waymodels (see later) shows that the magnitude limit intro-dued by our error ut of 60.3 mag eliminates mostly haloand thik-disk MW stars from the sample (between thegreen solid- and dashed-lines on the right-hand panel). Onthe other hand, inluding soures with larger photometri er-rors would introdue signi�ant ontamination of the sampleby non-stellar objets (see Fig 5).More statistial analysis of the atalogs, and disussionof potential biases in ux-limited sample seletion, are givenby Bianhi et al (2011).3 SELECTION OF HOT STARSThe mathed GALEX-SDSS soures in our atalogs areshown in olor-olor diagrams in Figure 5 as density plots.Model olors for major lasses of astrophysial objets arealso shown to guide the eye in interpreting the distributionof soures. We refer to Bianhi et al. (2009a) and referenestherein for other similar �gures and desription of the modelolors.We seleted hot stellar andidates by extrating themathed pointlike soures with FUV-NUV < -0.13 (in theAB magnitude system), whih orresponds to stars hotterthan �18,000 K, the preise Te� depending on the stellargravity, and on the model atmospheres adopted (disussedlater).2 This FUV-NUV limit was hosen to largely exlude2 The measured olors also depend on extintion, however fora Milky Way-type dust, with RV =3.1, and moderate reddeningamounts, the GALEX FUV-NUV olor is basially reddening-

all extragalati objets, based on olors derived from anon-ial templates of QSOs and galaxies (e.g. Bianhi 2009 andreferenes therein, see also Fig. 5).As shown by Figure 5 in this work, and by Fig. 7 (lowerpanels) Bianhi et al. (2007a), at AIS depth (�21th mag)soures with FUV-NUV < -0.13 have very little ontamina-tion by extragalati objets, but at fainter magnitudes anumber of QSOs and galaxies with extremely \blue" FUV-NUV olors is found. Bianhi et al. (2009a) have examinedthe nature of suh unommon QSOs, and their Figure 1 and2 show the loation of these objets in the olor-olor dia-grams. These QSOs have extremely \blue" FUV-NUV (morenegative than typial QSOs at any redshift), but optial ol-ors typial of QSOs and galaxies. Therefore they overlap, inUV{optial olor-olor diagrams, with the lous of hot starswith a ool ompanion, i.e. hot stars having very blue (i.e.negative) FUV-NUV olor but optial olors redder thanwhat their FUV-NUV would imply for a single hot soure.We disuss the QSO ontamination in setion 3.2.We restrited the atalog to soures with photometrierrors 6 0:3mag in both FUV and NUV. Fig. 4, previouslydisussed, and Table 2 in this work show the e�et of theerror uts on the sample's statistis. We additionally useone optial band (r) to separate the hot soures in \sin-gle" star andidates, having olor NUV-r<0.1, and \binary"andidates having NUV-r>0.1. In more detail, the NUV-rboundary between single and binary hot stars has a om-plex dependene on stellar Te� and radii of the binary pair,whih we will address in a di�erent work. For example, a hotWD with an A-type ompanion, and pairs with small massratios will fall in the olor seletion of our \single" hot-starsample. The adopted value is a useful ut to eliminate mostextragalati soures ontaminating our FUV-NUV<-0.13sample, as they have NUV-r>0.1, however it is obviously anoversimpli�ation for a detailed study of binaries. In sum,our so-alled (for simpliity) \binary" sample inludes stel-lar pairs with a hot WD and a ooler star, and some QSOs;the \single" sample inludes all single stars and some bina-ries. We impose no error ut on the r magnitudes, in orderto not limit the sample of the hottest WDs, whih are faintat optial wavelengths. If the restrition of error60.3 magwere imposed to the r-band, the density of objets in theMIS sample would be redued by about 30% (GALEX is`deeper' than SDSS for very hot stars of low luminosity, seesetion 3.1); the loss would be muh smaller for the brighterAIS sample.The density of hot-star andidates is shown in Fig. 6and will be disussed later. The magnitude distribution ofthe total hot-star andidate sample (FUV-NUV < -0.13) isshown with shadowed histograms in Figures 8 and beyond,and the \single" hot star andidates (FUV-NUV < -0.13and NUV-r<0.1) with solid-olor histograms.
free. In fat, the higher seletive extintion A�/EB�V in theFUV range is approximately equalled by the e�et of the broad2175�A feature in the NUV range, see Fig. 2, and Bianhi (2009).The absorption in eah UV band, however, is muh higher thanin optial bands.  0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 4. Distribution of UV soures in NUV magnitudes, and e�ets of error uts and olor uts. LEFT: the whole atalog of GALEXunique soures (MIS), desribed in Setion 2.2, with progressive error uts in NUV, and in both FUV and NUV. A more stringent NUVerror ut simply auses a brighter uto� at the faint end, as expeted, while the requirement of signi�ant detetion (or good photometry)also in FUV modi�es the overall distribution (\redder" soures being eliminated), whih beomes double-peaked. The distribution of the\bluest" soures (FUV-NUV <-0.13), whih inlude hot stars (this paper) and some QSOs (Bianhi et al. 2009a) is also shown. RIGHT:NUV magnitude distribution of the mathed UV-optial soures. Here we also use the spatial information from the optial data, toseparate point-soures (eliminating most galaxies, but not QSOs with a high ontrast between the entral soure and the underlyinggalaxy). The point-like soures with FUV-NUV<-0.13 and FUV, NUV error 60.3mag (solid orange line) are the hot star andidatesample analyzed in this paper, and the green histogram are the \single" hot stars. The �gure, with the analysis in setion 4, shows thata potential halo omponent (NUV�24-25mag) is eliminated by our error ut at the urrent survey's depth; on the other hand, inludingobjets with larger errors would ause our olor seletion to inlude low z QSOs.

Figure 5. Color-olor diagrams for the GALEX UV soures mathed to SDSS soures, at AIS and MIS depth. Blue/blak densities arepointlike/extended soures respetively. Model olors for stars (Teff sequene, for di�erent gravities), QSO (redshift sequene, yan)and galaxies (age sequenes, green) are shown. The two purple stellar sequenes (label \WD") in the right-side panel are for logg=9.0and 7.0. Although gravity annot be separated well photometrially at high Te� 's, the vast majority of hot stellar soures are lusteredin between these two model sequenes, and muh fewer are seen along the logg=5 and 3 (red and yellow) sequenes at hot temperatures,as expeted. In the � 2.5mag shallower AIS survey the relative number of stars and extragalati objets is omparable, while at MISdepth the latter dominate. From suh diagrams the hot star samples are seleted (see text), with olor uts shown by the green lines inthe left-hand plot. 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



10 L.Bianhi et al3.1 Hot Stars not deteted by SDSSWhile the SDSS depth of 22.3/23.3/23.1/22.3/20.8 AB magin u,g,r,i,z provides a fairly omplete math to the AISUV soure atalog, the hottest, smallest stars detetedin the MIS may fall below the SDSS limit. This an beguessed by omparing in Fig.s 8, 10, 12 the green-dashed his-togram (mathed GALEX-SDSS soures with FUV-NUV<-0.13) with the light-green �lled-olor histogram (mathedsoures with FUV-NUV<-0.13 and NUV-r<0.1, i.e. \sin-gle" hot stars). The hottest single WDs will be faintestat optial wavelengths (e.g. a star with log g=9. andTe� =50,000/100,000 K would have FUV-r=-2.33/-2.61 inAB mag, aording to our TLUSTY model grids). There-fore, hot WDs still detetable in UV at the depth of our MISsample (see Fig. 4) may be below the SDSS detetion limit,while hot WDs with an optially-brighter binary ompan-ion or QSOs, whih have redder UV-optial olors, will bedetetable also in the SDSS imaging. This explains why thedensity of MIS \single" hot mathed soures (light-green)drops at faint magnitudes earlier than the dashed-green his-togram, the di�erene between the two being larger thanwhat an be asribed to QSO ontamination (Setion 3.2).In order to estimate the inompletess of faint hot-WDounts in our mathed sample, we searhed for GALEX MISsoures with FUV-NUV<-0.13 that are within the SDSSDR7 footprint, but do not have SDSS ounterpart. Wefound �1,500 suh soures, having no optial math in ouratalog with a math radius of 300 (setion 2.3). We per-formed a number of tests to verify if these are real soures.We mathed them against the SDSS atalog, extending themath radius to 600, and found 399 additional mathes, 138of them are lassi�ed as \pointlike" soures at the sdss res-olution. These mostly appear to be atual soures in theimages, although we note that for faint soures, the SDSSlassi�ation of \extended" and \pointlike" is not alwaysreliable, as shown by Bianhi et al. (2009a). It is expetedthat a small number of soures may have optial oordinatesdi�ering by more than 300 from the UV position; sometimesthis is due to a nearby soure not fully resolved. For theremaining 1,100 UV soures with no SDSS math out to 600,visual inspetion of random subsamples revealed some to bepart of extended irrus emission, many seem likely soures,a few ases are parts of a shredded galaxy. The `kron radius'from the GALEX pipeline gives an indiation of the spa-tial extent of the soure: 189 soures have kron radius largerthan 3.5, hene are probably not stellar soures, but visualinspetion suggests about 75% of them to be real soures.Even visual inspetion however is not always onlusive, forfaint soures or ompliated �elds, and better resolution ordeeper exposures would be needed for a �nal sample. In sum,a very large fration of the 1,500 objets unmathed within300 are atual soures, and an undetermined fration may beatual hot stars.In spite of the large unertainties, we added all theseobjets to the \single" hot mathed soures atalog, andshow the total as �lled-dark-green histograms in Fig.s 6, 8,10, 12. They must be onsidered a very generous upper limit,and only a reminder that the light-green histograms su�erfrom inompleteness for hot stars with NUV fainter than�22mag.

3.2 Purity and ompleteness of the sampleIn order to estimate the probability that thephotometrially-seleted hot star andidates atuallyare hot stars, and the possible ontamination of the sampleby other types of objets, we examined the subsamples ofour atalogs for whih SDSS spetra exist. Out of 9,028 MISmathed soures with FUV-NUV<-0.13 and FUV,NUVerror 60.3mag, 810 have SDSS spetra, 104 of whih aresoures with NUV-r>0.1, i.e. in the \binaries" lous. Ofthese \binary" andidates with existing spetra, 58 arespetrosopially lassi�ed by the SDSS pipeline as stars,4 as galaxies, 42 as QSOs. Therefore, almost half of theMIS soures with FUV-NUV<-0.13 and NUV-r>0.1 ouldbe QSOs (as found also by Bianhi et al. (2007a)), andhalf ould be hot stars with a ool ompanion. In moredetail, QSOs numbers inrease at fainter magnitudes, andhave FUV-NUV olors loser to our limit (-0.13) thanthe hot WD (Bianhi et al. (2009a)). Beause stars andQSO ounts vary with magnitude in di�erent ways, andespeially beause this statisti an be highly biased bythe SDSS seletion of spetrosopi targets, whih is ofourse unrelated to our present seletion, and beause thespetrosopi survey does not reah the depth of the MISphotometri survey, we refrain from assuming a orretionfor the fration of extragalati objets in the binariessample based on urrent data.A muh higher purity is found for the \single" hot-star andidates (FUV-NUV<-0.13 and NUV-r<0.1). Out of4,924 in the MIS sample, 706 have spetra, 703 of whih arelassi�ed as stars, and two as galaxies. Only one is lassi�edas QSO by the SDSS spetrosopi pipeline, but it is atuallya hot WD, as shown by Bianhi et al. (2009a). This impliesa purity of almost 100% for the \single" hot-star andidates,down to the magnitude limit of the SDSS spetrosopy atleast. Again we stress however that the spetrosopi subsetis serendipitous for our purpose, but not neessarily unbi-ased.In the AIS sample, out of 28,319 total hot-star andi-dates (21,606 of whih with NUV-r<0.1), 4448 (3737) havespetra, lassi�ed as 4075 (3721) stars, 309 (9) QSOs, and59 (7) galaxies; orresponding to 91.6% (99.6% for \single"hot-star andidates) purity. The higher ontent of stellarsoures in the AIS sample, even for the \binaries", is due tothe brighter magnitude limit.A rude, more diret indiation that there is ontamina-tion by extragalati soures in the \binary" hot-star lous,is that the fration of \binaries" (NUV-r>0.1) among thehot soures is about 25% for the AIS and 45% for the MIS.We note that the AIS value of 25% is not reeting the fra-tion of atual binaries, beause the pairs whose omponentshave similar Te� are inluded in the \single" olor ut, andon the other hand, AIS \binaries" may also ontain QSOs.In view of the ontamination by QSOs in the \binary"hot-star sample, in the following analysis with Milky Waymodels we will onsider the ounts of \single" hot-star an-didates, and assume a anonial binary fration of 30% inthe models.  0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 6. Density of \single" hot stars at di�erent Galati lati-tudes (all magnitudes ombined, green for MIS, blue for AIS). Thestellar ounts are not orreted for Milky Way extintion, whihis more severe at low latitudes, and auses the sharp drop seenon the MW plane. The bright-green histogram is the GALEX-SDSS mathed MIS single hot-star andidates, the dark-greenhistogram inludes also hot UV soures with no optial math,within the SDSS footprint (see text). The ranges 10-20Æ N and70-80Æ N have only 6 and 3 square degree MIS overage in themathed footprint, therefore the statistial signi�ane is muhless than in other bins.3.3 Charateristis of the Hot-Star CandidateCatalogThe number of hot soures seleted (pointlike, with er-ror 60.3mag in FUV and NUV, and FUV-NUV<-0.13; seeset.3), and of the subset with NUV-r<0.1 (\single"), aregiven in the last two olumns of Table 2. Stellar ounts asa funtion of magnitude will be analyzed in the followingsetions. Figure 6 shows the density of \single" hot-star an-didates (all magnitudes ombined) as a funtion of Galatilatitude. The density inreases by over a fator of seven,from the poles towards the Galati plane. Owing to theMW extintion, the ounts are a lower limit at all latitudes,but espeially near the Galati disk. Therefore, the vari-ation with latitude shown by this �gure is less than theatual one. For the MIS, the density of hot stars in themathed sample (light-green histogram) is inomplete dueto the SDSS limit (setion 3.1). The dark-green histogramshows the MIS \single" hot-star andidates inluding thehot GALEX soures without optial math. Soures withNUV-r>0.1 are not shown due to the QSO ontamination(setion 4.3); adding the stellar binaries in this olor rangewould inrease the number density but not hange the trend.In the next setion we analyze the density of hot stellarandidates as a funtion of magnitude; the samples are di-vided in strips of 10Æ Galati latitude, in order to examinethe struture of this MW stellar omponent.

4 ANALYSIS. COMPARISON WITH MILKYWAY MODELSFrom the point of view of stellar evolution, the sample pre-sented in this paper inludes essentially two kinds of evolvedstellar objets: the post-AGB stars that have just expelledtheir envelopes and are rossing the HR diagram towardshigher Te� 's at onstant luminosity, on their way to beomeplanetary nebule nulei, and the hot white dwarfs whihare fading both in Te� and luminosity. Post-AGB stars arevery elusive beause they evolve very fast, on time-salesof the order of 103-105 years (Vassiliadis & Wood (1994)).Hot white dwarfs evolve with longer timesales, but at sig-ni�antly fainter luminosities. Both are elusive at all wave-lengths exept the UV. Our hot-star ensus based on theUV sky surveys provides the �rst opportunity to examinea omprehensive, unbiased sample of suh objets. Our hotpost-AGB and WD andidate sample extends over a signif-iant sky overage, and learly presents a disk-like distribu-tion, onentrated towards the Galati disk (Fig. 6). Suhsample will be analyzed in the ontext of a model for theMilky Way geometry below.4.1 Constraining Milky Way modelsIn this setion we analyze the number ounts and sky dis-tribution of our hot star andidates, using the TRILEGALstellar population synthesis ode (Girardi et al. 2005). TRI-LEGAL reates mok atalogues of stars belonging to theMilky Way, and then distributes them along the line-of-sight. It extrats the simulated stars from extended librariesof evolutionary traks and syntheti stellar spetra, assum-ing reasonable presriptions for the distributions of ages,masses and metalliities of the Milky Way stellar ompo-nents: thin and thik disks, halo and bulge. We note herethat the bulge omponent does not ontribute almost anysoure to our hot star sample, and is therefore not shown inthe plots of our model results.The thin disk density, �thin, dereases exponentiallywith the galatoentri radius, R, and as a squared hyper-boli seant funtion in the diretion perpendiular to theplane, z:�disk = C exp(�R=hR) seh2(2 z=hz) : (1)The sale length is set to hR = 2800 p, whereas the saleheigth inreases with the population age t ashz(t) = 95 (1 + t=(4:4Gyr))1:67 ; (2)Suh an inrease is neessary to desribe the observed in-rease of the veloity dispersion W with age (see e.g. Holm-berg et al. (2009)).The thik disk follows the same funtional form butwith both sale parameters �xed as hR = 2800 p andhz = 800 p. The onstants C, for the thin and thik disks,are adjusted so that the surfae thin disk density is equalto 59 M� p�2, whereas the loal thik disk density is of0.0015 M� p�3. The halo is modeled as an oblate spheroidfollowing a deprojeted r1=4 law, with a loal density of0.00015M� p�3. Finally, the Sun is loated at R = 8700 p,z = 24:2 p.The default parameters for the geometry of the MWomponents in TRILEGAL are alibrated to reprodue the 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



12 L.Bianhi et alstar ounts in a loal sample extrated from the Hipparosatalogue, and in several multiband atalogues inluding theshallow, all-sky 2MASS, and a few deep surveys suh as EIS-deep and DMS (Girardi et al. (2005)). For regions out of theGalati plane, i.e. for jbj > 10Æ, errors in the star ountspredited by TRILEGAL are typially of about 10 to 20%down to K � 14 (Girardi et al., in preparation).The reddening is taken into aount in the Milky Waymodels as follows. Along a given line-of-sight, the value ofE(B�V ) at in�nity is taken from the Shlegel et al. (1998)maps. The total extintion is then distributed along the line-of-sight as if it were generated by an exponential dust layerwith sale height hdustz ; its default value is hdustz = 110 p. Inthis way, the losest simulated stars are unreddened, whereasthose at distanes of a few hundred parses are reddened bythe full amount predited by the Shlegel et al. (1998) maps.We use a new version of TRILEGAL, whih has beenmodi�ed for the purposes of this analysis in several ways;most of these modi�ations will be detailed in a subsequentpaper (Zabot et al., in preparation). Post-AGB stars, plan-etary nebulae nulei and white dwarfs of types DA and DBhave been inluded using the evolutionary traks from Vas-siliadis & Wood (1994) and Althaus et al. (2001, 2005),together with the Koester (2008) syntheti spetra. In thepresent version we have onsidered only the DAs, sine theyare the dominant type among hot WDs (Hansen & Liebert2003). The fration of DBs is known to inrease signi�antlyfor WDs ooler than 12000 K, thanks to onvetion in theHe layers (Bergeron et al. 1997; Hansen & Liebert 2003).Suh ool WDs, however, are not inluded in our seletionof soures. The TRILEGAL ode uses the Koester (2008)grids to assign magnitudes to the theoretial stars. In Fig-ure 7 we show a omparison with magnitudes alulatedfrom TLUSTY models, and in Figure 8 we ompare stellarounts obatined by seleting model stars by Te� and by syn-theti olors, in order to illustrate the sometimes negletede�et of the model-atmosphere unertanties.Following our preliminary �ndings of disrepanies be-tween preditions and hot star ounts based on earlier datareleases (Bianhi et al. 2009b), the TRILEGAL ode hasbeen modi�ed to also allow the hoie of initial{�nal massrelation (IMFR) independent from the presription adoptedfor the previous evolutionary phases. In this way, the massdistribution of the white dwarfs does not need to follow theonstraints imposed by the previous TP-AGB traks, whihome from Marigo & Girardi (2007).Model preditions for sample Galati latitudes areshown in Figure 8, omputed with default TRILEGAL pa-rameters for the MW geometry and the default initial-�nalmass relation (IMFR) from Marigo & Girardi (2007, here-after MG07), as well as the Weidemann (2000) IFMR (here-after W2000). We show the thin disk, thik disk, and halostellar omponents, as well as the total predited ounts.The IFMR fromMG07 alrgely overpredits faint star ounts,while the W2000 IFMR produes an overall better mathwith the observed ounts, at all Galati latitudes (see alsoFig. 10), and was therefore adopted in all our alulationsthat follow. Given the relevane of the IFMR in the ontextof stellar evolution, we explain in the next setion how ita�ets the hot-star ount preditions, whih an be testedby our data.

Figure 7. Comparison of model magnitudes (NUV) and olor(FUV-NUV) of stars with log(g)=7.0 and 9.0, of varying Te� .Model magnitudes are onstruted from our grid of pure-HTLUSTY NLTE model spetra and from Koester (2008) LTEmodels. The latter inlude onvetion, whih TLUSTY (ver198)does not. Our olor ut of FUV-NUV<-0.13 orresponds to Te� �18,800/17,200K (log(g)=9.0/7.0) in the TLUSTY models, andto Te� =18,000K in solar Kuruz-model olors with log(g)=5.0(not shown). While TLUSTY and Koester model olors withlog(g)=7.0 agree quite well for Te� up to 26,000K, the two gridsare disrepant by �0.15mag for log(g)=9.0, where the Ly� wingsare broad enough to enter the GALEX FUV band when onve-tion is taken into aount. The situation reverses at hotter Te� 's.A olor ut at FUV-NUV<-0.5 bene�ts from less satter amongmodel grids, whih we ould take as a measure of less unertainty,however the resulting sample (the very hottest stars) would bedrastially redued, and so the statistial signi�ane.4.2 The Initial-Final Mass RelationWhile the Milky Way geometry has been derived by previ-ous studies of low mass stars, the IMFR is one of the leastonstrained fators in our understanding of stellar evolu-tion, in spite of its importane for determining the yield ofhemial elements, and ultimately the Galaxy hemial evo-lution. The reasons for this unertainty inlude insuÆientstatistis of post-AGB stars. The �nal WD mass is on-�ned to a very small range (� 0.5-1.0M�) ompared to the�0.8-8M�range of their main sequene initial masses, andthe post-AGB evolutionary time-sale varies steeply withinthe small WD mass range. The luminosity remains onstantover a large range of Te� (up to >100,000K), and againdepends on the remnant mass, making it muh harder to es-tablish their distane and absolute luminosity than for mainsequene stars.Therefore, the mismath between model preditionsomputed with TRILEGAL's default parameters and ob-served stellar ounts (Figure 8, top-left panel), also previ-ously noted by Bianhi et al. (2009b), prompted us to ex-plore di�erent initial-�nal mass relations in TRILEGAL. Al-though other fators, suh as the WD birthrate, or the as-sumed MW extintion model, or a di�erent geometry may 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 8. Modeling WD ounts: the e�et of the IFMR. The density of hot star andidates at two sample latitudes (10Æ-wide strips) areshown, with model preditions (halo, thin and thik disk omponents, and total) The models in the top-left panel are omputed with theTRILEGAL default IFMR (MG07) and the others with W2000 IFMR. The thik disk and halo ounts beome signi�ant at magnitudesfainter than �19, and �20, for these two IFMR respetively. Models with W2000 IFMR math better the data down to magnitudes�20-21, below whih the AIS beomes inomplete. In the top and bottom-right panels the model ounts are obtained seleting stars withTe� >18000 K in the model alulations, and in the bottom-left panel seleting stars by olor ut (FUV-NUV<-0.13) with TRILEGAL'stransformation from Te� to magnitudes, from the same alulations. The omparison illustrates the unertainties introdued by thetransformation of the isohrones into magnitudes via model atmospheres. The �lled-green histograms are GALEX MIS hot \single"soures with SDSS math (light green), and inluding soures with no SDSS detetion (dark green).

Figure 9. LEFT: Some of the IFMRs implemented in TRILEGAL, and tested in this work. The MG07 IFMR depends on metalliity, sothat di�erent age{metalliity relations (AMR) will sample it in di�erent ways; the urve shown here is for the Roha-Pinto et al. (2000)AMR, whih is used to model the MW thin disk in TRILEGAL. Other IFMRs are the semi-empirial one from Weidemann (2000), andthe purely empirial ones by Ferrario et al. (2005) and Kalirai et al. (2008). RIGHT: The distribution of initial and �nal WD masses(top and bottom panels, respetively) derived from TRILEGAL models using the Marigo & Girardi (2007, red lines) and Weidemann(2000, blak lines) IFMR. The di�erent lines illustrate the ontributions from the di�erent MW omponents, for one sample latitude,down to NUV= 21:5. 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 10. Density of hot stars, separated in 10Æ ranges of Galati latitude. The area overage for AIS and MIS, indiated on eahpanel, varies signi�antly among latitudes, and the statstis is better where the overage is large. TRILEGAL model ounts, omputedwith W2000 IFMR, are shown with lines for thin disk (dotted), thik disk (dash-dotted) and halo (dashed), as well as total (solid line).The blak lines are model stars seleted by Te� >18000K (upper line: total, lower line: single model stars); the red lines are stars seletedfrom the same models by olor ut (FUV-NUV<-0.13) as explained in Fig.8. The math is good overall, at bright magnitudes, but betterat Northern high latitudes and Southern low latitudes (exept for jbj<20Æ). The dashed green-outlined histograms inlude both singleand binary MIS hot-star andidates (the latter inluding also QSOs at faint magnitudes). The solid-olor histograms are the \single"hot-star andidates (NUV-r<0.1). The models were omputed overing the enters of the GALEX MIS �elds in eah latitude strip, exeptfor the lowest latitudes (jbj<20) where the TRILEGAL models are omputed following the distribution of the AIS �elds, beause MIShas little or no overage. The large di�erene between North and South 20-30Æ latitudes, seen both in observations and preditions, isdue to the MIS-SDSS overlap inluding more diretions towards the Galati enter in the South, and away from it in the North; thelongitude dependene is illustrated in Figure 11.  0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Hot White Dwarfs: UV atalogs 15also a�et model preditions, the IFMR is a most ritialaspet for modeling hot-WD ounts, and was therefore ex-plored in this �rst analysis. The geometry is better on-strained by low-mass stars (e.g. Girardi et al. 2005), whihare more numerous, and their ounts based on optial-IRbands are less a�eted by extintion than a UV-based at-alog. The right-hand panels of Fig. 8 show that the W2000IFMR produes a better math of the model alulationswith the observed stellar ounts than the MG07 IFMR, andthis trend is seen at all Galati latitudes.These two IFMRs are illustrated in Fig. 9, togetherwith additional IFMRs reently derived by Ferrario et al.(2005) and Kalirai et al. (2008) from extensive high-S/Nspetrosopy of white dwarfs in Galati open lusters. De-spite the unertainties related to the age-dating of the lus-ters, their �eld ontamination, and the possible dependeneson metalliity, they are somewhat similar to the Weidemann(2000) semi-empirial IFMR. The MG07 IFMR, instead, isderived from theoretial evolutionary traks and, as shownin the �gure, yields signi�antly higher �nal masses for allMini < 2M�.In order to understand why the model-predited hot-WD ounts depend on the IFMR, let us �rst onsider the dis-tribution of WD masses in present-day surveys of the Solarneighborhood. Empirial determinations have always on-luded that theWDmass distribution presents a strong peakat low masses, with a maximum lose to 0.55 or 0.65M� anda well-de�ned tail of more massive WDs, as well as a faintlow-mass tail believed to be either observational errors orthe result of binary evolution (e.g. Bergeron et al. (1992);Bragaglia et al. (1995); Madej et al. (2004); Liebert et al.(2005); Kepler et al. (2007); Hu et al. (2007); Holberg et al.(2008)) .The origin of this peaked mass distribution an bereadily derived from basi population synthesis theory (seeMarigo 2001; Ferrario et al. 2005). Given a volume-limitedsample ontaining stellar populations of all ages betweenT = 0 and T = 10 Gyr, the distribution of WD initialmasses will be given byN(Mini) / �M (Mini) [T � �H(Mini)℄ �WD(Mini) ; (3)where �M is the IMF,  [T��H℄ is the star formation rate atthe time of stellar birth T��H, and �H and �WD are the mainsequene and WD lifetimes, respetively. The �rst 2 termsin the right-hand side of this equation represent the pro-dution rate (or, alternatively, the \death rate") of evolvedstars with di�erent masses, in number of stars per unit time.Considering a Salpeter (1955) IMF, �M / M�2:35ini , and areasonably-onstant star formation rate  over the galaxyhistory, the equation above indiates a marked peak of theprodution rate at the minimum initial mass for the forma-tion of a white dwarf, whih is about 1 M� for a galaxy ageof T = 10 Gyr. For higher initial masses, the produtionrate should fall as M�2:35ini . This behaviour will be sharedby any galaxy model with nearly-onstant star formation,independently of its IFMR.Assuming a onstant and monotoni IFMR,MWD(Mini), the WD mass distribution is given byN(MWD) / �dMWDdMini ��1 N(Mini) : (4)therefore, for almost-linear and linear IFMRs like the Weide-

Figure 11. Model-predited ounts at latitudes between 20-30ÆNorth, and South, for four symmetri longitude quadrants. Modelalulations were performed in 1Æ �elds evenly distributed in lon-gitude, and ombined in 90Æ setions, to illustrate the depen-dene of the model-predited hot stars ounts on longitude. Thestrongest di�erenes are seen between enter and anti-enter di-retions, as expeted, and the North-South asymmetry is mostprominent in diretions towards the Galati enter. Lines showthin disk (dotted), thik disk (dash-dotted), halo (dashed) andtotal ounts (solid).mann (2000), Ferrario et al. (2005), and Kalirai et al. (2008)ones, the WD prodution rate is still expeted to behave likea power-law peaked at the smallest masses. This smallestmass orresponds to a WD mass of � 0:55 M� (see Fig. 9).The WD lifetime �WD18k, de�ned as the total time af-ter the AGB in whih the star will be hotter than 18,000K,is longer for WDs of higher mass, beause, although theyevolve muh faster in the onstant-luminosity phase, theyreah higher Te� than lower-mass WDs, and spend a longertime in their WD ooling trak before fading below theTe�=18000K limit. Models using di�erent IFMRs simply as-soiate the �nal masses, hene also these �WD18k lifetimes,to di�erent initial masses, without a�eting the WD pro-dution rate. The end result in terms of mass distributionN(Mini) (see equation 4) is that smaller WD masses willweigh the distribution towards shorter �WD, hene dereas-ing the numbers of observed WDs with Te� >18000K. Thise�et explains the higher number of hot WDs predited bythe MG07 IFMR respet to the W2000 IFMR (Fig. 8). Infat, as an be inferred from Fig. 9, the W2000 IFMR gives 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 12. Thin disk desription. In view of the fat that ourpresent data is most sensitive to the thin disk population, weompare model results omputed with three di�erent thin diskgeometries: in the top panel the TRILEGAL default geometry, inthe middle panel an exponential (option 1), and in the bottompanel a z seh (option 2) desription (see text). The top panel,with the default geometry desription given in eq. 1 and 2, givesthe losest results to the observed ounts, on�rming previous�ndings by Girardi et al. (2005). This option was adopted in allour model alulations shown. Colors and symbols as in Fig. 10.signi�antly lower WD �nal masses (hene shorter �WD18k)for the interval of initial masses between 0.6 and � 2 M�.Beause of the IFM being skewed towards lower masses,these objets represent numerially the majority within thewhole mass range.Figure 9 (right panel) shows the distribution of initialand �nal WD masses derived from TRILEGAL for a samplelatitude, using either the MG07 or W2000 IFMR. It showsthat most of the hot WDs observed by GALEX are expetedto derive from low-mass stars, with initial masses below �

2M�. Moreover, it indiates that the bulk of observed WDshave low masses, typially 0:55 . MWD . 0:6 M� in thease of the W2000 IFMR. There is no diret on�rmationof this partiular predition, although it is in line with WDmass determinations derived from spetrosopi surveys ofmore limited samples (e.g. Bergeron et al. 1992; Bragagliaet al. 1995; Madej et al. 2004; Liebert et al. 2005; Kepleret al. 2007; Hu et al. 2007; Holberg et al. 2008).In the alulations with MG07 IFMR the distribution ofpredited WD masses is quite di�erent from the Weidemann(2000) ase, with a broad mass distribution extending from0.55 to 0.65M�, followed by a sort of gap, and a seond peakof WD masses loated slightly above 0.7M�. These featuresreet the positive slope of this IFMR up to Mini . 2 M�,and its plateau at MWD ' 0:7 M� for 2 . Mini . 3:5 M�(see Fig. 9 -left). Another partiularity of this IFMR is thehigh masses (about 0.64 M�) predited for the WDs be-longing to the halo and thik disk. This predition onitswith reent mass determinations of WDs in old star lusters,whih indiate values lose to 0.53 M� (Kalirai et al. 2008,2009). A similar trend is seen at di�erent latitudes.Overall, an IFMR suh as that of W2000 produes pre-dited ounts loser to the observed numbers, at bright mag-nitudes where our sample is omplete, and at the same timemass distributions in agreement with those derived fromspetrosopy of nearby WDs. These aspets undersore thediÆulties of deriving the IFMR from theoretial evolution-ary traks of AGB stars, even when these traks are di-retly alibrated with observations of AGB stars in the Lo-al Group, as is the ase of MG07. This work, and futureanalyses planned on a wider sky area to explore onur-rently the e�ets of the MW dust geometry, suggests thata deeper investigation of AGB evolution is neessary, espe-ially onerning the theoretial presriptions for mass loss,to reonile onstraints provided by WDs in our Galaxy andthose provided by AGB stars in nearby galaxies.We �nally note that even models alulated with W2000IFMR tend to predit more faint-star ounts than our \sin-gle" WD sample (Fig. 10). The mismath is signi�ant if weonsider the red model lines (model stars seleted by theirsyntheti FUV-NUV olor), whih should be the most on-sistent with the observed sample seletion, to the extent thatthe model atmospheres used by TRILEGAL are orret.Therefore, we explored also the ase of a Kalirai et al. (2008)IFMR: the predited ounts are lower at faint magnitudes(espeially the halo omponent fainter than NUV�22), asexpeted from Fig. 9-left, while still generally in line withthe bright star ounts. Beause of the inompleteness of oursample at magnitudes fainter than �21, and other fatorsthat annot be onlusively onstrained with the urrentsample, we defer more quantitative onlusions whih restson a omparison of faint stars to a future work, and we adoptin this work the W2000 IFMR, that mathes well the brightstar ounts, to explore other e�ets.4.3 Milky Way geometryAs explained above, the default parameters, in partiularthe MW geometry, in the TRILEGAL ode were de�nedfrom previous appliations of this ode to analysis of stel-lar ounts from several surveys. Partiularly important inthis ontext were the 2MASS star ounts, whih are sensi- 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Hot White Dwarfs: UV atalogs 17tive to the low-mass stars (<0.8M�). These low-mass starsdo not overlap with the mass range of the hot-WD progeni-tors (about 0.8-8M�), however they are very numerous andlong-lived, and are little a�eted by unertainties in stellarevolutionary models. Therefore we should expet the geom-etry to be well onstrained by previous works, exept for thelimited extent of the previous surveys.The agreement between our data and model preditions(with W2000 IFMR) is generally good at bright magnitudes,where our sample is omplete. In more detail, we should alsoexplore the dependene of observed and predited stellarounts with longitude. The e�et is more prominent towardsthe Galati plane, therefore we examined latitudes between20-30Æ North and South, and omputed models with evenlyspaed overage along these strips. The models predit, asexpeted, di�erent ounts towards the Galaxy enter andanti-enter, shown in Fig. 11. The overage of our presentGALEX-SDSS mathed atalog at low latitudes is still toosparse for a onlusive omparison, whih will be instead at-tempted by mathing the AIS data with GSC2, and with theinreased MIS overage expeted in the GALEX \ExtendedMission" phase.Finally, beause our UV-optial mathed samples areomplete to UV magnitudes brighter than �20-21, there-fore mostly sensitive to the thin disk population (Fig.s 8and 10), and beause the models with default MW geome-try slightly overpredit the stellar ounts at low (espeiallyNorthern) Galati latitudes, we explored di�erent geome-tries of the thin disk with TRILEGAL. In partiular, in Fig.12 we show the e�et of adopting more strongly peaked den-sity distributions at the Galati Plane: either the simplevertial exponential law, / �z=hz (whih has been adoptedin many MW models, starting from the lassial Bahall &Soneira (1980, 1984)'s), or the simple hyperboli seant law,seh(2z=hz). The results on�rm that the default geome-try adopted by Girardi et al. (2005) and in this work, i.e.the squared hyperboli seant law, provide the losest pre-dition to the observed ounts. The same distribution doesalso provide a good math to star ounts of \normal stars"in 2MASS and in the loal Hipparos sample (Girardi et al.2005). The slight overpredition and underpredition of hotstar ounts at ertain latitudes may also be due to extintionby interstellar dust, whih may be either pathy (as in fatit is) or have a slightly di�erent distribution than assumed.These remaining disrepanies and the e�ets of dust distri-bution may be addressed with a wider MIS overage in thefuture.4.4 The kinemati of Milky Way starsThe plots of stellar density versus Galati latitude pre-sented in the previous Setions learly indiate that we arelooking at a population of objets for whih the mean dis-tane is larger than the mean sale height on the thin disk.At typial distanes of a few hundred parses, there will beno parallax measurements for suh stars. The most diretdistane information we an �nd for them is related to theirproper motions.The table \USNO" in the SDSS database ontainsproper motions for SDSS objets made after realibratingUSNO-B1.0 (Munn et al. (2004)) against SDSS astrometry.The systemati errors are quoted to less than 1 mas/year.

The UCAC3 proper motion atalog is strongly inompletefor our sample, owing to its magnitude limit of f:mag � 17(whih roughly orresponds to r � 17). In fat, we hekedand found that just a handful of our hot-WD andidates ispresent in UCAC3.Figure 13 presents the histograms of proper motions,�, for the hot stars in the 20-30N strip of MIS, and forthree di�erent uts in NUV magnitude. The observed dis-tributions are ompared with those predited from the TRI-LEGAL models, omputed for the same area and for theW2000 IFMR. The model distributions are derived as fol-lows. The observed veloity ellipsoids (�U ; �V ; �W ) of eahGalaxy omponent are taken form the literature. Eah simu-lated star is then given a random spae veloity that followsthe Shwarzshild distribution for this ellipsoid. Spae ve-loities are then orreted for the solar motion (f. Dehnen& Binney 1998) and projeted on the sky using the transfor-mations derived from Hipparos. The �nal results are sim-ulated proper motions and radial veloities. We adopt anage-dependent veloity ellipsoid for the thin disk, derivedfrom the Geneva-Copenhagen Survey of Solar neighbour-hood (Holmberg et al. 2008). For the thik disk and halo,veloity ellipsoids are taken from Layden et al. (1996). Thesepresriptions provide a �rst-order desription of the generaldistributions of proper motions and radial veloities, butare not expeted to desribe the details of the loal veloitystreams, nor the e�ets aused by disk shear in the more dis-tant stars. Moreover, we do not simulate measurement errorsin the proper motions. More details will be given elsewhere.The upper panel of �gure 13-right ompares the ob-served and model distributions for a bright WD sample,with a ut at NUV<18mag. There is quite good agreementboth in the numbers and distributions of proper motions.The agreement in the numbers derives from the fat thatthe photometry is quite omplete, and just 4% of this brightsubsample does not have a proper motion listed in USNO-B.This means that both photometry and proper motion infor-mation are very omplete in this ase, and quite similar tothe ones expeted for a thin disk population.The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 13-right omparethe observed and simulated � distribution for fainter sam-ples, with uts at NUV<19.5 and NUV<21.5mag, respe-tively. It shows that these samples beome inomplete, �rstin the proper motions at NUV=19.5, and then in photome-try at magnitudes NUV=21.5. Note for instane the inreas-ing fration of stars without proper motion measurement inUSNO-B, whih goes from 13 to 54% from NUV<19.5 toNUV<21.5.From this omparison we onlude that our hot WDsdo follow the kinematis expeted for the thin disk, even ifthe proper motion information is severely inomplete for thefaintest WD andidates.Distane distributions predited by the same models areshown in Fig. 13-left. This plot indiates that the brigthest(and omplete) MIS sample of NUV<18mag is likely madeof WDs loated in the thin disk at typial distanes be-tween 0.15 and 1 kp in the latitude range 20-30Æ North.The fainter sample ould instead ontain a signi�ant fra-tion of stars at distanes larger than 2 kp, omprising alsoa small fration of thik disk and halo WDs. Note howeverthat this distribution of distanes is inferred from models,and we presently have no data to verify the distanes of our 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 13. Left: Distane distributions predited by our TRILEGAL models for the hot stars in the 20-30N strip of MIS, and forthree di�erent uts in NUV magnitude. This plot indiates that the brightest (and omplete) MIS sample of NUV<18mag is likelymade of WDs loated in the thin disk at typial distanes between 0.15 and 1 kp (in this latitude range). The faintest samples ouldinstead ontain a signi�ant fration of stars at distanes larger than 2 kp, omprising also a small fration of thik disk and halo WDs.Right: distribution of proper motions (amplitudes): observed distribution (green solid histograms) are ompared to model preditions(ontinuous lines), omputed for the same area. The numbers in eah panel indiate the NUV magnitude ut, the number of preditedhot stars, of observed ones in MIS, and of those whih have proper motion information from USNO-B.

Figure 14. Distribution of veloities (left) from the SDSS spetrosopi pipeline for the subsample of MIS hot stars with spetra. Theomparison is inonlusive beause of the large errors (often larger than the values) in the pipeline veloity measurements, shown in theright panel.sample stars, but for the proper motions already depitedin Fig. 13 (right); future work will address identi�ation ofthik disk and halo objets with follow-up spetrosopy. Thedistane distribution is fairly similar at other latitudes.Finally, Fig.14 presents the expeted distributions of radial veloities for the latitude 20-30N sample, from themodels, and the radial veloities derived from SDSS spe-tra, available for a subsample of our hot star atalog (se-tion 3.2). This is a biased subset beause the hoie of SDSSspetrosopi targets is obviously unrelated to our seletion 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Hot White Dwarfs: UV atalogs 19of hot stellar objets. The worse e�et however, making theomparison inonlusive, is the large errors in veloity de-terminations from the SDSS pipeline (see Fig. 14-right).5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARYFrom GALEX's data release GR5 we onstruted atalogsof unique UV soures (i.e. eliminating repeated observa-tions), and subatalogs with mathed SDSS optial photom-etry. We extrated atalogs of hot star andidates (FUV-NUV<-0.13), mostly omprised of hot WDs. Over 38,000suh soures with photometri error 60.3mag, have SDSSphotometry (�74,000 with UV photometri error 60.5mag),exluding UV soures with multiple optial mathes, thatare between �8 to 30% of the total. The GALEX surveysAIS and MIS over di�erent latitudes at their respetivedepths (�21 and �23 AB mag), enabling a �rst quantita-tive analysis of the hot-WD stellar population with MilkyWay models. Current desriptions of MW stellar ompo-nents (halo, thin and thik disk) are mostly based on stellarounts of low mass (<0.8M�) stars (2MASS, shallow butall-sky, plus a few deep but area-limited surveys). We ex-plored in this work di�erent thin disk geometries and dif-ferent IFMR. GALEX provides an unpreedented ensus ofthe evolved desendants of 0.8-8M�stars, and the analysis ofour urrent hot-WD sample plaes some onstraints on theinitial-�nal mass relation (IFMR), one of the ruial ingre-dients to understand the hemial enrihment of the ISM.The brightest (and omplete) sample is likely made ofhot WDs loated in the thin disk at typial distanes be-tween 0.15 and 1 kp. The faintest samples ould insteadontain a signi�ant fration of stars at distanes larger than2 kp, omprising also hot WDs in the thik disk and halo.This work is based on the analysis of mathed GALEX-SDSSsoures, and the SDSS magnitude limit prevents analysisof thik-disk and halo omponents. Hot WDs are howeverdetetable at suh larger distanes at MIS depth (see dark-green histograms in Fig.s 8 and 10, and setion 3.1), and willbe investigated in a future work with deeper optial data.Model preditions of hot star ounts at di�erent lati-tudes, omputed with urrently aepted MW geometry, andassuming W2000 IFMR, math the data quite well at inter-mediate latitudes and bright magnitudes, but are somewhatdisrepant at low latitudes and faint magnitudes. There isa slight but systemati North-South asymmetry, and MWmodels with anonial geometry for stars and dust mathbetter the data at Southern low latitudes, and at Northernhigh latitudes, indiating that the dust distribution on theMW disk may also be better onstrained by our data thanwas previously possible. The dust distribution will be inves-tigated with the future more extended sky overage from theongoing GALEX mission. However, the observed asymmetrymay also be due to the longitude dependene of the stellarpopulations, as our present mathed-soures sample oversunevenly North and South Galati latitudes (Fig. 1). OurMIS mathed-soures sample is inomplete at magnitudesfainter than about �21.5 due to the SDSS limits for thehottest soures. At all latitudes, and at magnitudes wherethe samples are omplete, MWmodel preditions of hot WDounts omputed with IFMRs favouring lower �nal massesmath the GALEX hot WD ounts signi�anly better than

the IFMR urrently postulated by Marigo & Girardi (2007)from AGB stars data. This result ontributes an importantonstraint to stellar evolution in the �nal phases whih drivethe yield of hemial elements.5.1 The impliations for stellar evolutionWhat are the impliations of onstraining the IFMR for thegalaxy hemial evolution? The IFMR ontains the reordof the nuleosynthesis history during the TP-AGB phase,as well as determines the ontribution of AGB stars interms of dark remnants. The IFMR, and the �nal yield ofhemial elements, are signi�antly a�eted by the our-rene (or not) of the so-alled \third dredge-up". At eahdredge-up episode the ore mass is redued by an amount�Mdredge = ��M;TP, where � is the lassial eÆieny pa-rameter, and �M;TP denotes the mass growth of the oreduring the preeeding interpulse period.In the extreme ase where � � 1, no inrement of the C-O ore is predited. As a onsequene, for low-mass stars notexperiening the third dredge-up (� = 0; M < Mdredgemin ), theremnant mass sales diretly with the duration of the TP-AGB lifetime, while for stars in whih the third dredge-uptakes plae (� > 0; M > Mdredgemin ) this simple proportion-ality is replaed by a more omplex interplay between oregrowth, dredge-up, and mass loss. For suh more massivestars (M > Mdredgemin , where Mdredgemin � 1:0 � 1:5 M�,depending on metalliity and model details) the �nal massand the hemial yields are related as we will briey disussbelow (see Marigo & Girardi 2001 for more details).For the generi element k, the orresponding AGB yieldis de�ned as:MAGBy (k) = Z�AGB [Xk(t)�X0k ℄ _M(t)dt (5)where X0i is the initial abundane at the epoh of star for-mation, Xi(t) is the value at time t, and _M(t) is the urrentmass-loss rate.Let us �rst onsider, in the IFMRs in Fig. 9, the partfor Mini < Mdredgemin . The hemial yields produed by thesestars (mainly 13C, 14N, and 4He) are determined by the�rst dredge-up, and the ool-bottom proess (Boothroyd& Sakmann 1999) or thermohaline mixing (Charbonnel& Zahn 2007) operating during the RGB, as no subse-quent dredge-up events take plae on the AGB aord-ing to the standard stellar evolution theory. For these low-mass stars the AGB yield, de�ned by Eq. (5), simpli�es asMAGBy (k) = [XRGBk � X0k ℄�MejAGB, where XRGBk is thesurfae abundane left after the RGB phase, and �MejAGBis the total amount of mass ejeted on the AGB. In turn,the expelled mass is related to the �nal mass through�MejAGB =MAGB;0�M�nal, whereMAGB;0 denotes the stel-lar mass at the onset of the AGB phase. The �nal massesof these stars with Mini < Mdredgemin an be redued by sim-ply invoking more eÆient mass-loss along the AGB. Theirhemial yields would inrease orrespondingly, sine lessenvelope mass will be loked in the entral ore followingthe outward displaement of the H-burning shell, so that�MejAGB will be larger. For instane, for an AGB mass ofMAGB;0 = 1:2 M�, a �nal mass M�nal = 0:55 M� ver-sus M�nal = 0:60 M� would imply an inrease of the AGB 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



20 L.Bianhi et alhemial yield by (0:60� 0:55)=(1:2 � 0:60) � 10%, as wellas a larger total hemial yield, inluding the RGB windontribution.For Minitial > Mdredgemin , in addition to the �rst dredge-up (and possibly seond dredge-up on the Early-AGB), thehemial yields inlude also the enrihment, mainly in 4Heand primary 12C, produed by the He-shell ashes andbrought up to the surfae by the third dredge-up, and theenrihment of 14N produed by the hot-bottom burning pro-ess ourring in the most massive AGB stars (Minitial &4:0� 4:5 M�). Again smaller �nal masses are reahed whenhigher mass-loss rates our, and/or deeper dredge-up (i.e.larger �). These two fators may a�et the hemial yieldsin opposite ways. On one hand, a high mass loss limits thenumber of dredge-up episodes, hene lowering the hemialyields; on the other hand, a deeper dredge-up onveys largeramounts of arbon and helium to the surfae layer, whih arethen ejeted. In addition, mass loss and dredge-up eÆienyare atually inter-related, a larger surfae C abundane gen-erally favouring stronger dust-driven mass loss in C stars(e.g. Mattsson et al. 2008), while a signi�ant redution ofthe mass of the envelope may derease its penetration (i.e.lower �) during the third dredge-up (see, e.g. Karakas etal. 2002). In sum, a higher mass expelled does not diretlyimply that suh material is relatively more enrihed of pro-essed elements.An IFMR similar to Weidemann (2000) weighs the �nalmasses towards lower values than e.g. the IFRM of MG07 inthe range Minitial . 3:0M�, while the two relations essen-tially agree at higherMinitial. ForMinitial .Mdredgemin , foringthe theoretial IFMR to onverge on a W2000-type IFMRby assuming a higher mass loss would produe a modestinrease of the hemial yields from these objets (beausemore mass is ejeted), ompared to the MG07 IMFR ase.As for the initial mass range Mdredgemin 6 Minitial 6 3:0 M�,a higher mass loss (neessary to reah a smaller �nal mass,as suggested by our WD ounts) may redue the number ofdredge-up episodes on the TP-AGB and this may lead to alower yield of proessed material. In other words, onstrain-ing the IFMR translates into onstraining the total mass lostin the AGB phase. The hemial omposition of the ejetafrom these stars, however, is also ritially sensitive to thedepth of the third dredge-up, whih an be alibrated bymeasurements of abundanes in Planetary Nebulae (Marigoet al 2003) and by a better estimate of the duration of theAGB phase at di�erent metalliity (Marigo et al. in prep.).5.2 Future WorkWith the urrent MIS overage (1,103 square degrees over-lapping with SDSS photometry in GR5), we ompared withMW models stellar ounts summed in 10Æ latitude strips,ombining all longitudes in order to obtain aeptable statis-tis. In order to disentangle geometry of the stellar popula-tions, dust extintion, and stellar evolution in more detail,we need to analyze also the longitude dependene of stellarounts, as demonstrated by Fig.s 10 and 11. We will ex-plore dust e�ets in the MW disk by mathing the AIS withGSC2, for a larger sky overage (see Bianhi et al (2011)).The density of hot stars (the rarest in nature) is very lowand large area overage is needed for good statistis.The MW halo and thik disk omponents, however,

beome signi�ant at UV magnitudes fainter than about21, therefore require a wider MIS overage (planned in theGALEX Extended Mission phase) to be usefully onstrained(see �g.s 1, 8 and 10), and deeper optial surveys.Finally, hot-WDs in binaries, again elusive at optialwavelengths, are uniquely and unambiguously revealed andharaterized by the GALEX UV sky survey, mathed to op-tial surveys. These binaries sample di�erent types of stellarpairs (di�erent Te� ranges) than those deteted and hara-terized by optial surveys, thanks to the UV photometry(e.g. Fig.6 of Bianhi et al. (2007b)). Beause our urrentphotometri seletion inludes ontamination by extragala-ti objets in the \binary" lous, and on the other hand thebinaries do not signi�antly hange the distribution of stel-lar ounts, whih was the subjet of the present analysis, thebinary andidates will be investigated in a future work.5.3 Final remarks. The online atalogs.The present atalog of \single" hot star andidates has ahigh purity, as estimated from the serendipitous (but not un-biased) spetrosopi SDSS overage. While we expet mostof the hottest soures to be high gravity objets (CSPN,subdwarfs or WD), we did not apply any ut in gravity,therefore main sequene stars and supergiants hotter than�18,000K are also inluded in our atalogs. Their numberis very small ompared to the evolved stars, however theirinlusion in the atalog makes it more generally useful.Finally, we remind future users of our atalogs thatGALEX UV soures with more than one optial ounter-part were exluded from the analysis of the hot-star sam-ple, (and should be exluded from any sample based onphotometri olor seletion), but their fration an be or-reted statistially using Table 2. They are inluded (aggedwith \rank"=1) in our online atalogs. A few perent of themathed soures may be spurious mathes (Fig. 3) but thesewould mostly have random UV-optial olors. The hot-starandidates with NUV-r>0.1, inludes also some extragala-ti objets, the relative fration is magnitude and latitudedependent.The soure atalogs (GALEX unique soures, GALEX-SDSS mathed soures, hot-stars samples) are availablein eletroni form only, from the author's web site(http://dolomiti.pha.jhu.edu/uvsky ) where �les desrip-tion an be found, and will be also posted on MAST(http://galex.stsi.edu and http://arhive.stsi.edu/hlsp/).A statistial analysis and disussion of properties, useful topotential users of our (and similar) atalogs for understand-ing ompleteness and biases of any sample seletion is givenby Bianhi et al (2011).ACKNOWLEDGMENTSData presented in this paper were obtained from the Mul-timission Arhive at the Spae Telesope Siene Institute(MAST). STSI is operated by the Assoiation of Universi-ties for Researh in Astronomy, In., under NASA ontratNAS5-26555. Support for MAST for non-HST data is pro-vided by the NASA OÆe of Spae Siene via grant NAG5-7584 and by other grants and ontrats.GALEX (Galaxy Evolution Explorer) is a NASA Small 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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22 L.Bianhi et alTable 1. Sky overage for GR5 MIS and AIS, and GR5xDR7Latitude ||- area [deg2℄ ||- E(B-V)arange GALEX GR5 GR5+DR7 mean 1�MIS�90 �80 29:4 0:0 n.a. n.a.�80 �70 59:3 19:3 0:04 0:01�70 �60 257:4 99:2 0:03 0:01�60 �50 242:5 86:2 0:05 0:02�50 �40 150:5 120:4 0:06 0:02�40 �30 109:0 68:04 0:07 0:03�30 �20 27:4 25:5 0:08 0:02�20 �10 0:0 0:0 n.a. n.a.�10 0 0:0 0:0 n.a. n.a.0 10 0:0 0:0 n.a. n.a.10 20 5:8 5:0 0:04 0:0120 30 89:1 85:5 0:04 0:0130 40 210:3 203:2 0:04 0:0240 50 161:3 157:1 0:03 0:0250 60 175:7 173:0 0:04 0:0160 70 58:1 58:1 0:03 0:0170 80 2:8 2:8 0:02 0:0080 90 0:0 0:0 n.a. n.a.Total: 1578:6 1103:0 0:04 0:02AIS�90 �80 249:3 0:0 0:02 0:00�80 �70 714:0 99:6 0:03 0:01�70 �60 1137:4 128:4 0:03 0:01�60 �50 1490:2 223:4 0:05 0:02�50 �40 1752:0 306:8 0:07 0:03�40 �30 1910:2 268:8 0:09 0:06�30 �20 1616:3 168:7 0:10 0:06�20 �10 1015:9 100:9 0:17 0:10�10 0 211:3 37:6 0:41 0:240 10 349:5 27:4 0:45 0:3110 20 1487:0 156:3 0:12 0:1420 30 2002:1 454:5 0:06 0:0530 40 2115:2 917:9 0:05 0:0240 50 1866:2 1174:7 0:03 0:0250 60 1480:0 1221:2 0:03 0:0160 70 1067:3 1067:3 0:02 0:0170 80 738:0 738:0 0:02 0:0180 90 233:2 233:2 0:02 0:01Total: 21434:8 7324:5 0:05 0:07(a) EB�V values are omputed from the Shlegel et al. (1998)maps for the enters of the GALEX �elds, then averaged. Theydo not reet an average Galati trend, sine they follow thespei� distribution of �elds shown in Fig. 1, whih is rather nonuniform at low latitudes
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Table 2. Statistial harateristis of the Catalogs and e�ets of error utsLatitude # GALEX # GALEX soures ||||||| # mathed soures ||||||| |||||||| # Pointlike mathed soures |||||||||-range soures FUV-NUV<-0.13 errNUV 6 0.5 errNUV;FUV errNUV;FUV errNUV 60.5 errNUV;FUV errNUV;FUV with FUV-NUV<-0.13errNUV errFUV;NUV errFUV;NUV rank0 rank1 6 0.5 60.3 60.5 60.3 errNUV;FUV NUV-r<0.160.5 60.5 60.5 60.3 rank0 rank1 rank0 rank1 rank0 rank1 rank0 rank1 rank0 rank1 60.5 60.3 60.3MIS-90 -85 66929 16822 2444 622 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-85 -80 177553 49043 6304 1540 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-80 -75 112394 32092 4021 971 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-75 -70 394332 109647 12984 3070 87456 2708 33147 1300 15510 794 17782 638 2584 211 1158 127 321 91 42-70 -65 798670 223254 25020 6151 156597 3994 63005 2099 34584 1450 33311 1021 5554 345 2759 224 671 201 78-65 -60 1409943 400165 44106 11391 360403 10991 149854 5826 87609 4079 71801 2433 12151 866 6395 565 1386 426 155-60 -55 1244707 328909 40804 10773 228705 7106 86721 3448 49148 2388 49844 1659 7401 501 4061 334 931 296 125-55 -50 632803 143121 21932 6162 164257 5294 49621 2093 25136 1291 41518 1388 4477 308 2374 204 711 257 112-50 -45 609861 137541 21637 5756 304497 12522 92372 5102 46024 3217 77719 3427 8067 812 4342 506 1230 472 244-45 -40 428767 89077 13169 3620 207041 10578 57421 3948 29654 2414 61074 3127 5178 651 2869 413 745 311 157-40 -35 538838 103347 15242 4283 211133 9835 50373 3174 27961 1978 83015 3652 6030 580 3634 349 843 396 228-35 -30 323258 59584 8370 2715 124660 8736 27139 2794 16141 1929 58244 3735 3658 607 2374 419 558 303 174-30 -25 214275 31837 5398 1749 133209 8714 23127 2116 11900 1213 75788 4697 4076 529 2404 301 656 365 240-25 -20 48433 6190 1035 357 34035 2638 4825 494 2441 272 22202 1652 1109 149 646 94 182 93 6515 20 43887 8626 997 304 26939 1383 6195 433 3488 279 14452 716 1297 120 812 81 132 77 5120 25 226867 47323 6099 1672 144508 7255 35983 2484 18325 1450 64767 3040 5810 575 3372 358 635 308 21825 30 403868 91523 10958 2782 281365 12461 79869 4695 39329 2745 101054 4591 10017 974 5594 565 1075 520 34630 35 711824 152925 21310 5682 474446 18387 132915 6920 66709 4116 155923 6218 14995 1263 8182 727 2079 862 48835 40 937945 203696 27963 7589 621803 24188 173805 9065 91210 5604 200400 8114 18511 1602 10080 971 2720 1094 60140 45 641846 152205 21044 5661 430026 15963 133123 6575 68076 4018 119976 4803 12413 1116 6306 654 1892 744 41345 50 707063 162317 21478 5659 460636 15730 139985 6496 74669 4238 127343 4598 12844 1041 6839 658 1885 639 32550 55 731762 170967 20334 5143 492531 19798 149059 7947 80742 4944 135058 5360 13351 1257 7468 769 1700 641 37155 60 690921 170036 20115 4864 461420 18063 146692 7491 76642 4663 119973 4788 12470 1150 6521 704 1657 528 29360 65 377644 97916 11366 2899 255057 9001 86150 4034 45134 2581 62828 2388 7169 649 3695 415 912 309 14265 70 99569 25651 3073 716 68009 2407 22683 1058 10337 609 13951 546 1857 151 832 83 238 75 4470 75 23953 6405 678 136 16778 537 5757 238 2588 137 3126 137 446 46 198 26 62 20 12-90 90 12597912 3020219 387881 102267 5745511 228289 1749821 89830 923357 56409 1711149 72728 171465 15503 92915 9547 23221 9028 4924AIS-85 -90 186959 29800 6088 1187 2118 66 488 22 137 9 686 24 60 2 21 1 5 0 0-80 -85 639403 107385 20863 4235 15996 448 3458 144 1075 65 4635 152 399 33 177 17 55 28 24-75 -80 946695 157960 31268 6157 42060 1425 9492 431 2998 179 11306 416 922 79 448 32 134 60 41-70 -75 1379695 220313 43504 8513 102750 4001 23114 1254 7740 600 28113 1238 2273 223 1058 116 309 138 97-65 -70 1779025 267234 53565 10329 104406 3670 24373 1188 8059 514 28907 1114 2464 221 1070 102 350 141 99-60 -65 1823298 273723 54203 10650 151592 6068 34985 1981 11556 944 44240 1714 3466 342 1584 181 489 233 176-55 -60 2202425 309450 62380 12610 149424 6616 29732 1895 9752 819 50822 2148 3580 355 1700 168 537 294 214-50 -55 2221574 260072 55813 11764 137391 6620 21591 1640 7251 732 56334 2497 3270 348 1589 154 553 331 234-45 -50 2526007 271544 59711 12805 195821 10880 29085 2665 10396 1253 81131 4309 4433 562 2221 277 801 473 338-40 -45 2644017 259939 59142 14759 157644 12248 20715 3038 7274 1400 79249 5390 3708 680 1808 341 758 441 302-35 -40 2824496 243813 55332 13542 243682 15446 28209 3371 9899 1562 133778 7605 5717 831 2900 417 1208 725 501-30 -35 3022905 251126 53008 14535 171132 14681 14919 2977 5579 1395 112514 7969 4148 857 2175 454 938 570 394-25 -30 2725467 171367 39306 12449 219113 20491 15759 3593 6299 1665 159944 12263 5423 1154 2978 571 1330 829 611-20 -25 2565319 121358 29997 11039 158390 19012 7832 2255 3563 1116 133521 13447 4060 922 2233 504 1037 650 476-15 -20 2294738 90915 21775 9748 104999 13902 4288 1362 2245 739 94135 10745 2685 665 1536 384 660 406 291-10 -15 1474126 54091 11682 6026 107441 14988 4086 1142 2582 762 102078 12821 3235 736 2048 511 607 350 231-5 -10 468735 20256 3196 1719 15893 2690 834 224 547 147 15334 2358 707 158 441 102 77 39 220 -5 81792 5544 338 126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 0 112359 9822 673 324 4730 816 364 140 263 120 4577 774 340 133 241 113 37 18 210 5 896414 41563 5055 2532 67009 10668 4191 1170 2914 871 64784 9577 3683 921 2520 682 285 169 8615 10 2209741 93883 17027 7825 133415 20698 6792 1979 4160 1267 124034 17107 5085 1207 3230 806 758 458 30120 15 2785094 137819 28011 10512 248149 22946 22199 3385 9760 1708 192683 16088 8372 1376 4610 747 1398 892 68825 20 3078141 180485 38516 11924 482621 34646 50125 5965 19504 2777 328234 21367 14284 2013 7510 1020 2539 1604 123030 25 3074765 199400 45162 11949 565885 34039 59037 6033 20866 2622 336893 18763 14374 1854 7217 885 2777 1683 130835 30 3068226 221555 50831 11949 770294 40366 91294 7455 30887 3131 420587 20138 18413 1879 9082 840 3615 2135 171440 35 2827184 215451 50937 10501 911569 43682 109497 8095 35498 3333 459207 20279 19905 1846 9697 822 3899 2278 177445 40 2867019 241576 57082 10742 1149694 53336 144002 10172 45305 4158 490863 21484 21555 2157 10284 980 4171 2345 185850 45 2589087 237387 55351 9692 1187271 53682 158334 10737 47012 4333 455468 19957 21918 2243 10131 1013 4017 2139 167955 50 2183650 219294 49511 8631 1135384 51155 165181 11031 48979 4336 414632 18158 21966 2136 9994 973 3845 1979 155660 55 2031169 227445 49608 8489 1207517 55161 187254 12923 56759 5317 390611 17457 21534 2264 9850 1071 3576 1838 141065 60 1617230 193927 41370 7220 1058375 50788 173459 12127 52661 5039 332166 15743 19066 2203 8630 1048 3063 1531 119770 65 1419335 168945 36062 6064 927973 42934 151376 10316 44148 4136 278120 12937 16547 1808 7447 822 2578 1325 102275 70 1204662 135513 29867 4605 792486 37015 121558 8221 34147 3190 227147 10912 13190 1494 5749 675 2127 1033 79280 75 860091 88480 19796 2865 563957 27906 78969 5847 21026 2238 155680 8158 8642 1069 3668 475 1370 645 51285 80 471126 59667 12490 1978 310436 15381 53200 3836 14757 1510 87185 4318 5673 638 2445 290 842 401 30790 85 164322 20454 4760 795 107786 5417 18269 1330 5094 523 27164 1384 1682 212 754 102 267 138 119-90 90 65266291 5808556 1253280 290790 13704403 753888 1868061 149944 590692 64510 5926762 340811 286779 35621 139046 17696 51012 28319 21606Note: The olumns \rank0" give the number of UV soures with one SDSS ounterpart (within the math radius of 300 ), and \rank1" of those with multiple optial mathes.UV soures with multiple mathes may have omposite UV olors, therefore are exluded from the analysis sample; their exlusion is aounted for by orreting the density of souresby (rank1/(rank0+rank1)). The fration from olumns 16-17 (from whih our analysis sample is extrated) is plotted in Fig. 3. Numbers in olumns 18, 19 and 20 inlude only \rank0"soures.
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